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Concept of climate stationarity is breaking down.
Surface waters are fully appropriated.
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Global Climate Model (GCM) weather data from GCMs was downscaled using the
Bias-correction and spatial disaggregation method by the University of Washington
CIG and received from Heejun Chang, Department of Geography, PSU
The DPM is a physically based mass and energy-balance model that operates on a
daily time step to estimate groundwater recharge by partitioning precipitation
through the major hydrologic fluxes.
The regional groundwater flow model--This 3D finite difference (numerical) model
solves discretized equations for the movement of groundwater through porous
media which is described by Darcy’s Law and the conservation of mass
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Rows (primary output fields) such as SLP, temp, precip, and variables describing
the circulation regime over a region.
Triangles by diagonal show relative errors with respect to different data sets
(primary is upper left)
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3 main discharge areas--These include the southern, uppermost portions of the
basin within and near the Cascades; the Metolius sub-basin in the northwestern
portion of the basin adjacent to the Cascades; and the area in and around the
confluence of the Deschutes, Crooked, and Metolius rivers in the north-central
portion of the basin
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For the distribution and partitioning of precipitation.
Important function of elevation: Lapse rate adjustments
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Long term annual precip is used for interpolation of precip from weather stations.
Ranges from 200 in along crest to about 10 in the high desert.
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26 STATSGO (state soil geographic database) ,also US Forest Service soil
coverage, soil types reduced by Boyd to 10 hydrologic soil types for the DPM using
cluster analysis
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Say annual means
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Jan-march rate changing (changing sign) mar-may changing magnitude.
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Six stream reaches were selected for analysis.
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Shorter flow paths and lower storage coefficients. Integrate area under curve volumetric increases
Large volumes of groundwater discharge to streams in three main areas of the
upper Deschutes Basin. These include the southern, uppermost portions of the
basin within and near the Cascades; the Metolius sub-basin in the northwestern
portion of the basin adjacent to the Cascades; and the area in and around the
confluence of the Deschutes, Crooked, and Metolius rivers in the north-central
portion of the basin (Gannett et al., 2001).
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Longer flow paths and Higher storage coefficients volumetric decreases
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1) Inputted daily precipitation is converted into snow or rain, dependent upon
whether the temperature for that day was above or below freezing.
2) Sublimation is subtracted from the snow pack storage and evaporation is
subtracted from the intercepted precipitation storage.
3) Snowmelt and rainfall which were not intercepted are assigned as water on the
ground surface.
4) A portion of the water on the ground surface is subtracted as surface runoff, the
rest is allocated to soil moisture storage in the root zone.
5) Soil moisture in the root zone is then subjected to soil evapotranspiration and
shallow subsurface runoff.
6) Deep percolation (groundwater recharge) is then determined to be the amount
of water in excess of the water holding capacity of the root zone.
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